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our latest gift is another print, “a hundred days,” by sigamazn! they also made our personalized sigamk tag, and for the first time ever, you can ask sigamazn to tattoo your favorite
sigamazn character on your hand. this is meant to be for the fans, and it will be free for one month only. if you have any questions about it, ask until we run out! while you wait for that, we

have a few more things to highlight. we're giving away our day 12 gift, and we're extending it to the next sign-ups. want to join in on the action? sign up here to get the list! for me the
update is perfect. it's a nice solution for every final fantasy type-0 player: - pure new content: this update was made to meet the demand by a lot of fans of mod version 1, that final fantasy

type-0 got a lot of bad girl content/girls, but they never got a chance to play it. - customize: if you didn't know about the mod you only will notice it by the fitgirls like taylorm1094. the mod is
very well designed and you only see half of the mod features in the game, because you most likely will never change the character in the game. the values you get by: successive combat,

successive magic, on demand personal combat (plus mods) as well as all the +all cards you can choose are super well balanced. still, you can customize every girl to your needs. - customize:
the mod allows you a lot of great customization features, like the possibility to add girls to your save, the girl may come as an optional/replaceable new character with a different one as

default, a custom bgcolor, custom configuration, different combat and magic bonuses, customizable outfit and slots for magic accessories.
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